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Model Question
Semester-I : Paper-CC1

Full Marks: 50 Topic: Vector Analysis-II Time: 2-00 Hrs

Answer the following questions: 10x5=50

1. i. State Green’s theorem.

ii. Evaluate   
S

zdxdyydzdxxdydz where S is the sphere x2+y2+z2=1. 2+3

2. Verify Green’s theorem in the plane for   
C

dyxdxyxy 22 , where C is the closed curve of the

region bounded by y=x and y=x2. 5

3. Evaluate 


S

dSnA. , where




 kyjizA 31218 and S is the part of the plane 2x+3y+6z=12

included in the first octant. 5

4. Verify Stoke’s theorem for


A =


 kzyjyziyx ))2( 22 , where S is the upper half surface of the
sphere x2+y2+z2=1 and C is its boundary. 5

5. i. State Stoke’s theorem.

ii. Evaluate using Green’s theorem :   
C

CosxdydxSinxy , where C is the triangle with vertices

(0,0),(π/2,0) and (π/2,1). 2+3

6. Verify divergence theorem for the vector


 kzjyixV 222 taken over the cube 0 1,,  zyx .

7. Evaluate   
C

xydydxyx )2( 3 , over the boundary of the region bounded by the circles x2+y2=1

and x2+y2=9. 5
8. i . State Gauss’s Divergence theorem.

ii. If 



S

dsnAevaluatekyzjyixzA .,4 2
,where S is the surface of a unit cube with two

opposite corners at (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) respectively. 2+3

9. i. Show that the line integral of


 jxiyA around a continuous closed curve in the x-y plane is
twice the area enclosed by the curve.

ii. Evaluate the line integral of


 kxjxiyA on the curve C defined by x+y+z-2=0 and x2-y=0
between the points P(1,1,0) and Q(0,0,2). 2+3

10. Evaluate 


S

dSnA. , where


 kzjxyzixzA 32 and S is the entire surface of the region above

x-y plane bounded by the cone x2+y2=z2 and the planes z=0 and z=4. 5


